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Second 1/2A Fubar 600
January 15, 2020
The last couple of months I have been investigating several options for my next winter project. I have thinking
about an electric R/C model that includes ailerons and be capable of performing some basic acrobatic maneuvers
to improve and update my R/C piloting proficiency. The configuration shown below was redrawn from memory of
Ed Alexander’s 1974 Sweeper design. I have actually been coordinating with Alfredo Herbon on the stability of
this design which I think shows promise.

Sweeper Planform

Sweeper Profile

However, I recently I have found myself thinking about building a second electric powered R/C 1/2A Fubar 600
for the SAM Limited Motor Run (LMR) event. This would mean I would have to put the Sweeper project on hold
for now and come back to it another time. You might ask why build one again and my answer is I have always been
so fond of the Ray Matthews’ Fubar design. Let’s go back to April of this year and review what happened to the
first one.
1/2A Fubar 600 Recapitulation
On Friday morning, April 5, 2019, I flew the newly completed 1/2A Fubar 600 shown below for the first
time.
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On the second test flight’s hand launch, I had a little too much power and had problems staying with it to get
the Dutch Roll under control. Then as an LMR model, I applied full throttle with the intent to take the Fubar
almost straight up to altitude for the 90 second allocated motor run. Much to my surprise, the model
instantly rolled over to the left snapping the wing in half. The result was a Roman Candle flight path straight
down and the impact burying the nose 4” in soft ground leaving the model with its tail pointing straight up.
The impact caused the 2 ounce ballast weight along with both battery packs to break loose and completely
destroy the forward portion of the fuselage’s structure shown below. Adding too much power all at once was
nothing less than pilot error. I should have been more gradual with adding power until I got a better feel for
handling this model.

The left side of the wing failed when both the top and bottom 3/16” square spruce spar doublers broke.
Notice how the crushed shear webs failed!
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Surprisingly the stab survived this crash undamaged as you can see below. There was a significant amount of
work that went into building this removable stab with inset elevators. It was this surviving stab that gave me
idea to build a second electric powered R/C 1/2A Fubar 600.

However a short time after I finished covering the first model, I noticed that the UltraCote Lite covering had
come loose and separated from the bottom of the stab’s 1/8” rib where tips turned down as shown below.

Looking back, I should have realized this would probably happen. You can in the picture below why this happened.
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Before I decide to proceed with this new project, I had to see if I could correct this unsightly defect in the
stab’s covering. So I carefully proceeded to remove the red and yellow covering from the four outer rib bays on
each side of the stab. Using a heat gun, the 1/4” black trim striping tape was softened and pulled away from the
covering material. Then the covering itself was removed as you can see below.

Here you see the stab with the covering removed on both sides.
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To resolve the covering issue, 1/8” square strips were added to bottom inside of the tip joint and 1/16” X 1/4”
strips were added to the bottom outside of the tip point to provide a larger area to bond the covering to as
shown below.

This picture shows the bottom yellow covering applied followed by the red. There was absolutely no tendency for
the covering to separate from the wider strips.

Here you see the 1/4” black striping tape applied over the transition of colors.
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I finished covering the stab tips as you can see below.

The last step was to bonded protective skids on the bottom rear tips of the stab shown below made out of thin
tin. I finally decided to continue the second 1/2A Fubar 600 project after the were over……………Tandy
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